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Anthropogenic Noise and the Endangered
Species Act
Carolyn D. Larcom*

I

n 2016—with the help of the U.S. Coast Guard—the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) and Oregon State University sent a titanium
encased hydrophone to a depth of more than 36,000 feet.1
The hydrophone’s mission was simple—to listen.2 During its
three-week commission, at the deepest point in the Mariana
Trench,3 the hydrophone heard ship propellers,4 the moans of
baleen whales, a magnitude five earthquake, and a category
four typhoon.5 Anthropogenic, or human-caused, noise contributes to this underwater symphony in a myriad of ways and
poses unique challenges in the marine environment to cetaceans.6 This feature examines the continued rise of anthropogenic noise and its harmful effects on whale species. It also
advocates for the use of the Endangered Species Act (ESA) in
litigation as an instrument to quiet anthropogenic noise. The
North Atlantic right whale is used as a case study because of its
status as a critically endangered species and its close proximity to noise pollution along the Atlantic coast and in the Gulf
of Mexico.
Increasing human activity along coastlines is leading to
rising levels of anthropogenic underwater noise.7 This coastal
activity overlaps with critical habitat for species like the North
Atlantic right whale.8 In 2010, NOAA created “CetSound,” a
working group to guide the agency to a more comprehensive
management of ocean noise impacts.9 Christopher Clark of
Cornell University, a marine bioacoustics expert, refers to
anthropogenic noise as “acoustical bleaching” of the oceans.10
The two major forms of anthropogenic noise are chronic
and acute.11 Chronic noise pollution is the low frequency sound
made by ship traffic.12 The hydrophone sent by NOAA managed to pick up the constant humming of container ships passing overhead some 36,000 feet above.13 Acute noise pollution
is created mostly by ocean exploration for oil and gas and is
doubling every decade.14 The energy from these explosions “fill
the oceans with noise.”15
Anthropogenic noise disrupts marine life, especially
whales, by interfering with their acoustic senses.16 This interference disrupts their social networks, thus affecting their survival and reproductive success.17 For the North Atlantic right
whale, the reduction of noise pollution is considered essential
to ensure their long-term recovery.18 Whales are acoustically
oriented and “see” the ocean through sound.19 The effects of
noise pollution on whale populations have been recognized
for over forty years.20 The exclusive statutory protections for
endangered species may provide the best opportunity for stalling detrimental anthropogenic noise in the marine environment.

The ESA makes it unlawful for any person to “take” endangered or threatened species.21 “Take” means to harass, harm,
pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to
attempt to engage in any such conduct.22 The term “take” has
been broadly defined to include significant habitat modification
or degradation that results in actual injury or death to members
of an endangered species.23 North Atlantic right whales24 have
been observed increasing their call amplitude with the rise of
background noise.25 An increase in stress related fecal hormone
metabolites26 has been correlated with noise pollution.27 Whales
rely on sound to breed, navigate coastlines, and find food.28
Anthropogenic noise interferes with their ability to eat, mate,
and navigate; therefore, it is essential to their survival that these
sounds travel the ocean undisturbed.29 Given this interference,
noise pollution should qualify as a “taking” under the ESA as it
significantly degrades their habitat.
To satisfy the “injury in fact” test, members of an organization must demonstrate that they are significantly affected by
the actions of the noise polluter.30 Standing is not confined to
economic harm.31 First, a member would need to be personally affected by the decline in the North Atlantic right whale
population to qualify for standing. Second, a causal connection
between the actions of the noise polluter and the plaintiff’s
injury must be established.32 The effects of noise pollution
on whale populations are well understood.33 A plaintiff would
need to associate a specific oil and gas exploration project
or ocean freight carrier with the harms suffered by the North
Atlantic right whale population. Third, it must be likely that the
injury can be redressed by a favorable ruling.34 The technology to reduce noise pollution exists35 and implementing these
technologies to reduce underwater noise would improve the
viability of North Atlantic right whale populations.36 A favorable ruling that, at a minimum, demands the implementation
of these technologies will remedy the injury to North Atlantic
right whale populations.37
The Trump administration has sought to lift a five-year ban
on drilling along the Atlantic coastline, which is critical habitat for North Atlantic right whale.38 Despite these unfortunate
developments that seek to increase the rising rates of anthropogenic noise, litigation has been successful in combatting noise
pollution.39 Litigation has successfully targeted navy sonar,
seismic surveys, and offshore oil and gas exploration as a means
to combat noise pollution.40
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The North Atlantic right whale is a critically endangered
species that will undoubtedly be detrimentally harmed by a
continued increase in anthropogenic noise.41 Further litigation
is needed to protect threatened whale species, like the North

Atlantic right whale, from total elimination. Litigation that
qualifies anthropogenic noise as a “taking” under the ESA
will prove to be a significant instrument in combatting this
silent killer.
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